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Once you’ve listed problem areas related to the interior or 
exterior walls of your upcoming painting project, decide which 
projects you can do yourself and which are best handled by 
a contractor or handyperson. Allow two or three months to 
schedule workers before painting begins.

Make safety your first concern. Yes, you can save money by 
performing any task you’re willing, able, and equipped to 
do. But if you’re among the many people who detest using 
ladders, especially in a sloping yard or rooms with high 
ceilings, hire someone!

Tasks for Professionals
1. Pest control: Termite, carpenter ant, and rodent 

remediation specialists know how to test for voids around 
window sills and door frames, or find holes that are 
admitting pack rats or other unwelcome occupants. They 
can give you options and safely handle eradication.

2. Window and door replacement: If you have windows or 
doors that are beyond repair, replace them so that the 
painter can paint or stain them. Professional installers 
can remove an old door or window, repair and plumb the 
opening, install the new unit and threshold, if needed. Ask 
how long they’ll guarantee the installation work.

3. Siding: Cracked, splintered, or badly rotted siding can 
involve installing new pieces into old. A siding installer 
knows the tricks to restoring a sound surface.

4. Soffits: If you plan to enclose the soffits under your eaves 
before painting, leave that back-breaking task to a pro. Be 
sure they carefully fit, vent, and caulk the new soffits.

5. Overgrown or crowding plants: If tall trees or bushes are 
crowding and badly chaffing roof edges, a gardener who is 
used to working from a ladder might save you from serious 
injuries.

6. Roof leaks: Often the source of a roof leak is not near 
the place where your drywall or wallpaper is damp and 
bubbling. Have the roof and attic inspected and problems 
repaired before painting.

7. Foundation area: Skirting around your crawl space or 
foundation, wood siding that is too close to the ground 
can become rotten or eaten away by years of splashing 
rain, mud, and garden watering. Hire someone who knows 
how to correctly repair or replace damaged areas.
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Tasks You Might Tackle Yourself
1. Windows and doors: If your single or double-hung 

windows aren’t leaking but are inoperable, ask at a home 
improvement center or window dealer about replacing the 
cord and spring mechanisms. These are usually behind the 
vertical interior jam liner. Remove the jamb and dislodge 
the mechanism to find the brand and model. Inspect door 
hinges, shim stripped-out screw holes, and rehang the 
door so it no longer drags.

2. Kitchen walls: Cooking deposits grime on kitchen walls, 
particularly around the cooktop and in the backsplash 
area. This scum reduces paint adhesion. Use trisodium 
phosphate (TSP) and a big damp sponge to wash walls 
and ceiling. Dilute 1/4 to 1/2 cup TSP powder in a gallon 
of warm water. Use the greater amount for more heavily 
soiled walls. Use a sponge mop for the ceiling.

3. Obstruction removal: Easily reached plants can be 
trimmed away from the house or encircled with rope to 
provide access for the painters. Any patio furniture, yard 
ornament or storage bins should be moved far enough 
away to create safe, efficient access and to avoid paint 
splatters.

After you’ve received bids or estimates for all necessary repairs 
or replacements, you may be chagrined to realize that prep 
costs are eating into your painting budget. Don’t fret -- you 
still have options. Give priority to items that protect your 
home’s value, like remediating pest infestations and roof and 
window leaks. Then you can decide if you need to stagger 
your painting project. For example, you may decide to paint 
just the more public rooms immediately and delay painting 
private and utility areas for a few months.

It can be tempting to sacrifice your painting budget on the 
altar of necessary repairs. But with paint, the best rated 
brands and product lines really do provide a superior process 
and outcome. Another cost-cutting painting trick can be the 
application method. A roller deposits more paint than spraying 
it. Spray only if you’re doing a quick repaint for the purpose 
of resale. And finally, don’t skimp on hiring a licensed and 
bonded contractor for the sake of getting the job done cheap 
and fast. Quality paint and painters can mean several extra 
years of service from the job.


